BIG or small
Finds it all!

56 kHz

Find the tiniest nuggets, micro jewelry and even coins with the most sensitive and versatile gold detector ever made!

www.makrodetector.com
Built on the cutting-edge RACER technology, the **Gold RACER** offers advanced gold prospecting capabilities. Operating at 50 kHz frequency, the Gold RACER detects the tiniest nuggets while ignoring harsh ground conditions and hot rocks in gold fields around the world.

Apart from its exceptional ground handling capability, the waterproof search coils make the **Gold RACER** an excellent gold detector for use in streams and rivers, too.

Advanced features such as iSAT (Intelligent Self Adjusting Threshold), iMask (Intelligent Masking), Tone Break, Audio Boost, superior discrimination ability as well as its improved ergonomics make this detector the most versatile detector on the market for finding nuggets, micro jewelry and even coins.

**Easy to use single menu design**

- **Sensitivity**
  Adjusts the depth of the device.
- **Threshold and iSAT**
  Intelligent self-adjusting threshold control allows for a smooth and noise-free threshold sound in challenging terrains by avoiding disruption of the threshold in all metal mode caused by high mineralization.
- **FD / Save**
  Easily saves your settings or restores factory defaults.
- **Extra features at the push of a button:**
  Audio Boost, Audio Tone, Frequency Shift, LED Flashlight

- **3 Search Modes**
  - All Metal
  - DISC.1
  - DISC.2

- **Digital Target ID and ID Filtering**
- **iMask**
  Eliminates false signals caused by ground noise or hot rocks when searching in discrimination modes.
- **Tone Break**
  Adjusts the break points of the target response tones on the Target ID range.
- **Extended Battery Life**
  Offers 25-30 hours continuous operation
- **Ground Balance with 3 Options:**
  Automatic, Manual, Tracking
- **Magnetic Mineralization Indicator**
  Shows mineralization intensity of the ground

**Additional Features:**
- High performance and unmatched depth
- Professional Design and Superior Quality
- For Challenging Terrains
- Optional 2.4 GHz Wireless Headphones
- Pinpoint and Depth Indicator
- LED Flashlight and Backlight

www.makrodetector.com
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

- **Operating Principle**: VLF Induction Balance
- **Operating Frequency**: 56 kHz
- **Audio Frequencies**: 2 (All Metal)
- **Search Modes**: 3 (All Metal / DISC.1 / DISC.2)
- **Ground Balance**: Automatic / Manual / Tracking
- **Pinpoint**: Available
- **Frequency Shift**: Available
- **Sensitivity Setting**: 01-99
- **Target ID**: 01-99
- **Audio Boost**: Available
- **Tone Break**: Available
- **Search Coil**: 26 cm x 14 cm (10" x 5.5") Waterproof DD
- **Display**: Custom LCD
- **Weight**: 1.4 kg (3 lbs.) including search coil and batteries
- **Length**: 120 cm - 140 cm (47" - 55") adjustable
- **Battery**: 4 x AA Alkaline
- **Warranty**: 2 years

STANDARD PACKAGE

- **GR26 - DD Search Coil**: 26 cm x 14 cm (10" x 5.5")
- **Headphones**
- **4 x AA Alkaline Batteries**

PRO PACKAGE

- **GR26 - DD Search Coil**: 26 cm x 14 cm (10" x 5.5")
- **GR13 - DD Search Coil**: 13 cm (5")
- **Headphones**
- **AC & Car Charger**: 4 x AA Rechargeable Batteries
- **Carrying Bag**
- **Rain Covers**
- **Extra Lower Shaft**
- **Optional GR40 - DD Search Coil**: 40 cm x 33.5 cm (15.5" x 13")
- **Optional GR26C - Concentric Search Coil**: 26 cm x 14 cm (10" x 5.5")
- **Optional 2.4 GHz Wireless Headphones and Dongle**

Makro Detectors reserves the right to change the design, specifications or accessories without notice and without any obligation or liability whatsoever.